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Letter from the Chair 
2021-22 was an extremely exciting year for Nucleo, with lots of major developments! We were

delighted to return to our fully in-person programme after the Covid challenges of online and

hybrid learning, and our whole community brought renewed energy, engagement and drive to

the activities of the past year.

Perhaps the most significant change came in January 2022, when Nucleo took on the national

activities and remit of Sistema England, who in particular originated the national Young Leaders

Programme, and the Instrument Donation Bank. We are thrilled to be delivering these two

initiatives, and honoured to have been selected by Sistema England as the beacon organisation

to carry this work forward. 

We view this milestone as the first step in Nucleo’s expansion plans, and look forward to the

growth of the coming years. With this in mind, recruitment is underway for a new Chair to lead

us into our next organisational phase, and in the meantime I am pleased to have been able to

step up as Acting Chair until a new Chair is appointed.

Along with this handover came our rebrand to “Nucleo” and our new logo and look, which you

will see reflected in the pages of this report. 

We were both encouraged and interested by the findings of this year’s evaluation report, which

re-emphasised the immense importance and positive impact of Nucleo’s work, as well as

highlighting areas for further development and greater precision. We greatly value the

opportunity that our evaluation work provides to hear from all the members of the Nucleo

community. It is a priority for us as an organisation to reflect on our impact, and to use these

reports not only as evidence to support our work but also to inform our future planning and

facilitate continual improvement of what we offer to the Nucleo beneficiaries.
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A major highlight of the year, as always, was our anniversary concert at Porchester Hall in

February. This year, our 9th anniversary was especially moving after not seeing our students

perform together in person since early 2020. The audience’s excitement was exceeded only by

that of the performers, who were buzzing with energy and pride throughout the evening. There

is nothing quite like seeing a few hundred children gathered onstage, all so enthusiastic about

playing together and sharing their music with us! 

Nucleo’s work relies, of course, on the enormous dedication of our staff, students, families,

volunteers and trustees, for which we are always appreciative and of which we are immensely

proud. However, absolutely none of our work would be possible without the ongoing

enthusiasm and generosity of our financial supporters. We are inexpressibly grateful to all those

whose contributions allow us to do what we do, both for the concrete way in which they enable

our work, and for placing their belief in Nucleo and pledging their support to the futures of our

incredible young people. It is truly inspiring to consider just how many people stand behind

each and every one of our students on their journeys of musical learning and personal growth. 

Nina Kaye, Acting Chair

 



Our Beneficiaries

Nucleo has served its largest ever number of

beneficiaries over the last year. With a large

waitlist, we endeavoured to find places for new

students once current children had either

moved into a new group or left the project. We

saw a particularly large influx of new 0-5-year-

old members. We were running at close to full

capacity for the whole year, as we have places

for approximately 400 students to learn with us

at any one time in our main programme.

With lockdown over, all our classes were in

person as opposed to online and we were able

to provide many more contact hours for our

students, with sessions of over an hour

resuming again (all our online sessions had

been 45 minutes) and most students attending

3+ sessions a week. 

 

Year in Review

After two challenging lockdown

years, the last 12 months have been a

happy and hopeful time at Nucleo. 

Thanks to the ongoing support of funders and

our community we were able to keep our

programme running during the Covid crisis and

when the time came in September 2021, we were

able to relaunch a full in-person programme. An

incredible 449 children and young people have

been a part of Nucleo over the last academic

year, and it’s been a huge privilege and joy to

help them all along their musical journeys. 
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43% of the children we worked with were

boys, and 57% were girls—this is very similar

to the previous year.

 49% of our students were in the 6–10 years

age group, 30% were aged 0–5, 19% were

11–15 and 2% were 16 or over. There was a

significant increase in the proportion of 0–5-

year-olds at the project last year.

 Our area of West London is extremely

diverse, with 42% of children at the project

speaking English as an additional language,

and 42 different languages other than

English spoken between them. 90% of our

enrolling families were happy to share

ethnicity information, from which we learned

35% of our students are from Black

African/Caribbean backgrounds, 18% were

White, 12% had mixed ethnicity, 11% were of

Asian heritage and 14% were of another 

Our Traveller programme, which was on hold

during lockdown periods, also restarted in

September. We were pleased to have been able

to re-engage their school, Oxford Gardens, and

provide 12 Traveller children with weekly violin,

cello and percussion lessons.

Nucleo continues to serve a diverse community

in which a high proportion of children are socially

disadvantaged. We collect family information on

enrolment. Our data for the last year reveals that:

 38% of our beneficiaries lived in Kensington

& Chelsea (most in North Kensington), 21%

in Westminster, 19% in Brent and 9% from

Hammersmith and Fulham, with the

remaining 13% coming from 16 different

London boroughs. We largely exist to serve

our immediate community, and this is

reflected in the data, but with few other

projects like ours in London, we do have

children willing to travel from further afield

to participate.

Nucleo supports a significant number of

socially disadvantaged children and young

people. As in the previous year, last year

89% of our intake lived within the 50% most

deprived neighbourhoods in England

according to the Income Deprivation

Affecting Children Index, and 46% lived in

either social housing or a household in

receipt of housing benefit. We have seen a

small increase in the number of children

who are more significantly deprived at the

project over the last year, with 37%

receiving Free School Meals (up from 33%)

and 48% now living in the most deprived

20% of areas (up from 47%).

        ethnicity including North African, Middle 

        Eastern or Hispanic. This is broadly similar

        to the previous year’s data.
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We have continued to offer scholarship lessons

(individually or in pairs) for 30 of our most

promising and dedicated students, through our

Roger Horchow Scholarship programme. This is

in addition to the group rehearsals and group

lessons in which they take part. 

We are delighted to share that after nine years

of running, for the first time ever two of our 

 students joined the team – one as a music

teacher and one as a pastoral assistant. It has

been wonderful to witness them share their

experiences and learning with the younger

students.  

    

Rising Stars

Nucleo students continue to impress us with

their talent and dedication. We are pleased to

share that three more Nucleo students were

accepted at the Royal College of Music Junior

Department to start in September 2022. Another

of our advanced students has also recently

joined the ranks of the Chineke! Junior orchestra

and July brought another round of excellent

ABRSM results, with students taking grades

ranging from 4 to 6 and over half achieving merit

or distinction. 
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Performances

With lockdown over a whole range of extra

opportunities have also been available to our

students. The most memorable of which was our

ninth anniversary concert which took place at

Porchester Hall on the 23rd March. It was our first

full concert involving all our young

instrumentalists since the pandemic started, and

for some of our young musicians their first public

performance in more than two years. All this

meant lots of nerves, but also lots of excitement!

Our students absolutely rose to the challenge.

The evening’s highlights included a beautiful

rendition of the first movement from Bruch’s

Violin Concerto No. 1, with 16-year-old soloist

Maylee (winner of our 2021 Concerto

Competition). In classic Nucleo style, we ended

the evening with a celebration onstage when all

our orchestras came together to end the evening

with some of our signature encores.

Summer activities

Every year Nucleo does its best to connect our

participants up with opportunities to take part in

residential summer activities for young

musicians, both at home and abroad. After two

years of cancelled summer activities due to

Covid, this summer proved to be a bumper year

for these opportunities. 15 of our students took

part in the week-long National Schools

Symphony Orchestra residential camp at

Malvern College in July. Other Nucleo students

went even further afield: in June and July,

Nucleo musicians joined orchestral camps in

Geneva, Zurich, Madrid and Lisbon run by other

European programmes in the Sistema-inspired

network. These camps are a fantastic way for

our young people to explore other countries,

learn new skills and make friends from around

the world.
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ACTIVITIES
Nucleo is an after-school programme offering ensemble-based music education for children and young

people from birth. All activities are free and instruments are provided (also for free) to all participants.

Nucleo is open to any child between the ages of 0 and 20 who is able to commit to attending the minimum

number of weekly sessions required for his/her age group. Our core programme of activities consists of:

Ages 3-4

1 session per week - group lessons on a string

instrument (violin, viola, cello or double bass).

Ages 4-7
3-5 sessions per week – participation in an

orchestra and/or group instrumental lessons.

Violin, viola, cello, double bass, recorder, cornet,

baritone horn or percussion. 

All ages
1 session per week for all students aged 3+ –

classes focused on musicianship, musical

literacy and music theory.

All ages
PERFORMANCES

All students who have begun learning an

instrument, at least 1 performance per term

helping them to gain confidence and take pride

in their achievements, providing them with an

opportunity to share what they have learned with

friends and family. 

Advanced students
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMME

1 session per week – additional individual or

paired instrumental lessons offered to around 30

of our more advanced students who

demonstrate particular potential and a high level

of commitment to their musical studies.

Ages 0-2

1 session per week - parent/carer and baby

musicianship class. 

Ages 7+
 4-6 sessions per week – participation in an

orchestra or ensemble, including full ensemble

rehearsals, sectional rehearsals and group

instrumental lessons. Violin, viola, cello, double

bass, flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon, French horn,

trumpet, trombone, tuba, percussion.



pandemic, which meant members of the team

were not even able to meet face-to-face. To

counteract this, we held our first ever teaching

team weekend learning retreat in May, which

helped our musicians get to know each other,

understand more about the ethos of Nucleo and

our teaching practices. 

Expanded Remit

In January Sistema England handed over its

activities and national role to Nucleo, including

the Young Leaders Programme and the

Instrument Donation Bank. Since Nucleo began

the running of the Instrument Donation Bank

scheme, 109 instruments have been passed on.

And we are delighted to share that our first Young

Leaders camp will be held in October 2022.  Nina

Kaye, Sistema England Trustee, joined our board

in December 2021, and is now our Acting Chair,

with recruitment for a new Chair underway. As

Nucleo’s remit expands so too have the

requirements of our board—once our new Chair is

in post, we will be expanding our board further.

PERFORMANCE &
ACHIEVEMENTS

Organisational Progress 

From a teaching and learning perspective the last

year has been a very successful one. It was

fantastic to welcome so many children back as

well as greet so many new faces. While we did

what we could during lockdowns, children

missed out on so many experiences during the

height of the pandemic. The energy and

enthusiasm they have brought to Nucleo this year

has been a real joy to witness and something that

has spurred us on in our work: we know that the

opportunity we provide is really valued by

children in our community. 

We have made progress in terms of developing

our teaching team this year. Building a sense of

team amongst our musicians has always been

challenging as they are often teaching alone, we

do have relatively high turnover and the team is

largely freelance. This was compounded by the 



To mark this new era and expanded remit, we

undertook a rebranding exercise and will now be

known as 'Nucleo'.  

A key success this year has been securing both

operational and administrative bases for our

work that are a significant improvement on what

was in place before.

In January we secured a new rehearsal space at

Essendine Primary School. The space is

particularly suited to our needs, with a dedicated

building for our younger students and also

plenty of storage space for our instruments.
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We are also very pleased to have secured our first

ever dedicated office space in April. It’s a bright,

newly refurbished private office space within Pall

Mall Deposit, a Workspace site in North

Kensington that hosts start-ups and small

organisations. The facilities are excellent. While

Microsoft Teams meetings have served us well

over the Covid lockdown period, being able to

meet face to face as a team does make a

difference, and some of our team have also

enjoyed having the separation from work and

home life that an office base brings. 



Our Impact

This was the second year that we have

completed a full evaluation report and we are

very proud of both the report’s findings and the

depth and rigour of the work that went into it.

Working with Sound Connections to develop our

evaluation framework and having a Learning and

Evaluation Manager in post to implement it has

been transformational for Nucleo in terms of

understanding and communicating our

outcomes. The full evaluation report is available

on our website. We are very pleased that across

all 13 of our outcome areas we achieved a high

or good level of impact. We are also pleased our

evaluation has delivered insights into why our

programme has worked effectively, particularly in

terms of teaching approaches. 
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We have been highly effective in providing

children who are socioeconomically

disadvantaged with the personal, social and

musical benefits of playing an instrument.  

Children and young people at the project are

showing good to high levels of engagement,

with high levels of active engagement

reported by teachers. 

Children and young people, parents/carers

and teachers report strong personal, social

and musical achievement at the project. 

Our latest (2021-22) results demonstrate that: 

 

  



ACCESS AND
INCLUSION
During the period of reporting:

48%
of the children enrolled live in

areas that are in the lowest
20% nationally on the IDACI

ENROLMENT FOR THE YEAR 

In 2021 enrolment increased from 331 to an average of 353 students.

Sept Nov Jan Mar May July

400 

300 

200 

100 

0 

84%
of the children and young 
 people enrolled identify as

members of the Global
Majority*

 
Students attend 
different schools 
and speak over  100
42

 
different 
languages
at home 

Based on English Indices of Deprivation 2019

37%
of the children enrolled

receive Free School Meals

*We use members of the Global Majority
since black, indigenous and people of
colour represent over 80% of the world's
population. 



MUSICAL EXCELLENCE

During the period of reporting:

108
children and young people

accessed our programme for
the first time 

ASSESSMENT OF MUSICAL PROGRESS

8
students gained entry to 

and / or took part in an elite
programme such as RCM's

Junior Department

Teacher assessment of students aged 7+, based on progress over the
academic year. 

0 25 50 75 100

Good technique. Term 1 

Good technique. Term 3 

Good musical expression. Term 1 

Good musical expression. Term 3 

Confident reading music. Term 1 

Confident reading music. Term 3 

Confident playing in a group. Term 1 

Confident playing in a group. Term 3 

13
students passed an 

ABRSM exam 

4
students have been invited to

join the Chineke! Juniors

441
children and young people

received a free music
education 



SOCIAL ACTION THROUGH MUSIC

During the period of reporting:

EVALUATION OF SOCIAL SKILLS
Data obtained through self-evaluation questionnaires 

0 25 50 75 100

Sense of belonging to a community. Term 1 

Sense of belonging to a community. Term 3 

Empathy. Term 1 

Empathy. Term 3 

Listening and communication. Term 1 

Listening and communication. Term 3 

EVALUATION OF PERSONAL SKILLS

Data obtained through self-evaluation questionnaires 

0 25 50 75 100

Self-sufficiency. Term 1 

Self-sufficiency. Term 3 

Self-awareness. Term 1 

Self-awareness. Term 3 

Self-confidence. Term 1 

Self-confidence. Term 3 

Resilience. Term 1 

Resilience. Term 3 



Governing Document

The charity is a Charitable Incorporated

Organisation, regulated solely by the Charity

Commission. The charity is controlled by its

constitution. 

 

Organisation Structure

The trustees have overall authority for the charity,

determining its strategic direction and ensuring

compliance. Lucy Maguire, the founder and CEO,

and Sophie Drysdale, the COO, report regularly to

the board. 

 

 

Recruitment, Appointment, Induction and

Training of Trustees

Trustees are recruited with a view to filling any

gaps in the expertise that we identify as important

for a balanced and capable board. Before being

appointed, all potential trustees attend one or two

meetings as an observer, make a site visit to see

the project in action, and meet with the Chair

and/or the CEO to discuss the charity and the role

of the trustees. Trustees are appointed to the

board for a term of 3 years. Any person retiring as

a charity trustee is eligible for reappointment.  

STRUCTURE,
GOVERNANCE &
MANAGEMENT



OBJECTIVES

Nucleo’s charitable objects are to advance in life

and help young people through:

a) The provision of recreational and leisure time

activities provided in the interest of social welfare,

designed to improve their conditions of life; and

b) Providing support and activities 

which develop their skills, capacities 

and capabilities to enable them to participate in

society as mature and responsible individuals.

Nucleo offers musical education and musical

ensemble participation opportunities to children

and young people, breaking down barriers to

access by running our programme at no cost to

participants.

The project is based 
in North Kensington, 
where 37.3% of children live in
poverty.  

Nucleo strives to bring together children from

across the full spectrum of the local community, to

work together towards musical goals. 

Through our work, we aim to develop not only

their musical abilities but also their personal and

social skills, with the ultimate goal of helping to

broaden their horizons and equip them to fulfil

their potential as members of a community, and as

individuals in whatever life paths they choose.



To secure premises that are suitable for our

growing programme in terms of facilities and

location

To establish an inclusive culture and continue

developing more inclusive practices 

To ensure that diversity is a core value

throughout the organisation  

To develop communications and continue

building our reputation as a leader in our field

To diversify funding streams and develop

sustainable income streams, and increases in

core funding and repeat or long-term

donations

To continue to approach our outcome

measurement in a more detailed and

developed way

Our key objectives for the future are:

To develop our board of trustees, ensuring that

we are led by a governing body that reflects

and can execute the vision of our organisation 

To continue supporting the professional

development of our current teaching team, and

to develop a programme for the training of top

calibre instrumental and ensemble teachers

who are knowledgeable in Nucleo's

methodology and philosophy

To develop a replicable model for the possible

expansion of our project 

To consider growth beyond the current

capacity of our teaching site and delivery team

PLANS FOR
FUTURE PERIODS



FINANCIAL
REVIEW

to provide a level of working capital that

protects the continuity of our work 

to provide a level of funding for unexpected

opportunities 

to provide cover for risks such as unforeseen

expenditure or unanticipated loss of income. 

Reserves Policy

Reserves are that part of a charity’s unrestricted

funds that is freely available to spend for any of the

following reasons. Nucleo maintains free

unrestricted reserves: 

The board of trustees will review the above criteria

with reference to Nucleo’s strategy and Annual

Plan and determine the target level of free reserves

to meet these criteria.

The board of trustees will at times designate

funds from free reserves for significant project

costs or replacement of major assets. 

It is current policy that a minimum level of

reserves should be held equivalent to three

months of running costs in order to be able to

continue to provide a service to our beneficiaries. 

Funding Sources

The principal funding source for Nucleo during

the reporting period has continued to be grants

from trusts and foundations. These can either be

designated for general and ongoing running

costs, or for the delivery of specific projects

within the scope of our activities.

  



Risk Management

The trustees recognise their responsibility for the

management of risks faced by the charity (both

financial and otherwise). A risk register is

maintained by the Chair and reviewed annually

by the board, or whenever an arising risk is

brought to their attention.

At present, the greatest risk to the charity is the

human resource risk that arises due to significant

dependence on key members of the delivery

team. The charity plans to mitigate this over the

coming years by building, developing and

training the team in order to reduce this

dependence. As we grow we are cognisant that

space is an issue and so we are actively

engaging with other institutions to source larger

premises.
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Public Benefit

The trustees have had due regard for the Charity

Commission’s guidance on public benefit and

are confident that the activities of the charity

provide current and on-going benefit to the

public.
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